Small Appliances

THE GALLERY
LUXURY BY AMERICAN HOTEL
Exceptional Sound for Exceptional Guests

Building upon principles rooted in science and inspired by nature, Bose’s exceptional designers and engineers have been delivering “Better sound through research®” for over 50 years. At Bose, they believe that innovation is not a destination, but a journey. Treat your visiting music lovers to an extraordinary experience that begins with luxurious sound from one truly unexpected source. Familiar tunes will soon fill the room as they embark on a journey of their own.
WAVE® RADIO IV

Enjoy high-performance sound from the radio that changed an industry. Waveguide speaker technology, the award-winning Bose® innovation, fills a room with lifelike, natural, high-performance sound. The advanced AM/FM tuner delivers text capability for song and artist information. Guests will appreciate handy touch top controls, gently rising alarms, an input for other sources, and much more. The Bose Wave Radio IV offers a wide range of features, all easy to use, with sound you’d expect from a larger, more complicated system. Includes a slim credit card-style remote that operates all system functions. 14.625" W x 4.25" H x 8.625" D.

Item No. 1059834

WAVE MUSIC SYSTEM IV

Rich, room-filling sound from a small music system that fits nearly anywhere. Exclusive waveguide speaker technology delivers high-performance sound. The Bose Wave Music System IV includes a CD player, an AM/FM radio tuner, dual alarms, and an input in the back for other sources. The advanced AM/FM tuner has on-screen text display of song and artist information, and the MP3/CD player has repeat, random and continuous play options. Includes a slim credit card-style remote that operates all system functions. 14.625" W x 4.25" H x 8.625" D.

Espresso Black. Item No. 1059833
Platinum Silver. Item No. 1059835

WAVE BLUETOOTH MUSIC ADAPTER II

Helps guests play any Bluetooth device wirelessly through the Wave system. Just connect the adapter to the system, and guests can pair with their Bluetooth device to enjoy their music with rich Bose sound. Stores up to 6 Bluetooth devices in memory for instant recognition. No software and no network configuration necessary. Wireless link even lets guests enjoy their music in another room. 1" W x 3.6" H x 2.6" D.

Item No. 1060811
**SOUNDLINK® MINI BLUETOOTH® SPEAKER II**

Delivers full, natural sound with dramatically deeper lows than expected from a wireless speaker that fits in the palm of your hand. Wireless and ultra-compact with built-in speakerphone so guest can take calls out loud. Voice prompts guide guests through Bluetooth pairing, so it’s super easy. Rechargeable battery plays up to 10 hours. 7.1” W x 2” H x 2.3” D.

Carbon. Item No. 1048677  
Pearl. Item No. 1060814

**SOUNDLINK BLUETOOTH SPEAKER III**

Meet the speaker that brings music and friends together. The SoundLink Bluetooth speaker III is Bose’s best-performing mobile Bluetooth speaker. Wireless connection to smartphones, tablets or other Bluetooth devices. It plays louder and longer than its popular predecessor, with advanced Bose technologies that reproduce the fullness, clarity and depth of music. Up to 14 hours of music from rechargeable lithium-ion battery. 10.1” W x 5.2” H x 1.9” D.

Item No. 1043306

**SOUNDLINK COLOR BLUETOOTH SPEAKERS**

The joy of Bose sound plus wireless freedom up to 30 feet with SoundLink Bluetooth speakers. Voice prompts talk guests through Bluetooth pairing. The speaker remembers the eight most recent devices used and can connect to two Bluetooth devices at the same time. Up to 8 hours of music from rechargeable lithium-ion battery.

5” W x 5.3” H x 2.1” D.  
Black. Item No. 1043102  
White. Item No. 1060810  
Mint. Item No. 1060813  
Red. Item No. 1060812  
Blue. Item No. 1060816
SOLO 15 SERIES II TV SOUND SYSTEM

The easy-to-set-up one-piece speaker delivers dramatically better sound to most TVs up to 46” and some up to 50”. Dialogue mode allows guests to hear each word and detail clearly. Built-in Bluetooth® connects with two devices at the same time, while the universal remote controls TV, bass, Bluetooth connections and more. Designed for TVs with bases no wider than 24” and no deeper than 12.25”.

Item No. 1060815

SOUNDDOCK® XT SPEAKER

Even less tech-savvy guests can easily dock iPods® or iPhones® in the SoundDock XT speaker to tap into their tunes, played with rich, clear audio. It works with and charges most iPod and iPhone models with Apple Lightning connectors. The convenient auxiliary input connects with other audio devices, and the proprietary acoustic design produces full-range audio performance from a compact system. Guests can keep volume under control with conveniently located buttons.

11.9” W x 5.3” H x 4” D.

Item No. 1044767
Creating Perfect Coffee at the Touch of a Button

It’s the unmistakable aroma of freshly brewed coffee wafting through your grand lobby that will tempt the most discriminating guests to discover the source of such an alluring scent. Yes, of course, it’s your impressive Jura® Coffee System. Present traveling coffee connoisseurs with a selection of the most popular beverage options or they can easily brew a cup themselves. Future visits will be just a sip away when you serve with Jura.
Jura® automatic coffee systems produce the finest high-pressure brewed coffee and specialty coffee beverages, cup by delicious cup. Fast and easy to operate, they can grind, tamp, brew and self-clean in less than 60 seconds at the touch of a button. It’s easy to froth or steam milk to perfection, too. If desired, complement the Jura coffee system with a fresh whole bean coffee program designed specifically for your establishment.

**IMPRESSA™ XJ9 PROFESSIONAL COFFEE SYSTEM**
Perfectly designed, the IMPRESSA XJ9 cuts an outstanding figure where the quality of the drinks served is just as important as aesthetics in architecture, ambience and design. It creates perfect latte macchiato, cappuccino, café crème, espresso and ristretto at the touch of a button.

Item No. 1028734

**IMPRESSA XS90 COFFEE SYSTEM**
Prepare twelve different drinks, including the trend beverage latte macchiato and cappuccino, at the touch of a button. With an Energy Save Mode® and active bean monitoring, this system also offers an integrated rinsing/cleaning and descaling program.

Item No. 1028733

**IMPRESSA A9 COFFEE SYSTEM**
Enjoy the perfect cup of 12 favorite specialities, prepared in an instant. The touchscreen display ensures an easy-to-follow experience and extra fast grinder for fully preserved aroma.

Item No. 1047080

**ENA MICRO 9**
The compact one-cup machine prepares latte macchiato, cappuccino, espresso, café crème and hot water at the touch of a button. Ensures excellent espresso quality.

Item No. 1047078

**ENA MICRO 1**
The ultra-compact one-cup espresso only machine. It can be programmed with three user-defined cup sizes, each in two aroma levels.

Item No. 1047082

**JURA ACCESSORIES**

**MILK FROTHER**
Item No. 1047083

**CUP WARMER**
Item No. 1047079

**MILK COOLERS**
1.0 L (34 oz.), Item No. 1028735
0.6 L (20 oz.), Item No. 1047081